Directions: Complete each sentence below by choosing a word from the Word Bank.
The word bank words all have the diphthong OU -- like you hear in CLOUD -- Take your time and think before you make a choice.

Word Bank: south mouth our count noun about out found house shout

1. Tod can ________________ past 100.

2. Jack ________________ his dog in the back yard.

3. Mom said, "Don't put that in your ________________.

4. The opposite of north is ________________.

5. We should not ________________ in school.

6. The dog ate ________________ lunch for today.

7. The name of a person, place, or thing is called a ________________.

8. The girl was kicked ________________ of the baseball game.

9. Tom lives in that brown ________________.

10. The story is ________________ a boy and his dog.